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The purpose of this paper is to descrihe the part that the Federal govern
.ment has played over the past 35 years Or so in the field of energy education in

the United States, and to describe the evaluations that have been conducted of

that effort, At this time of diminishing Federal involvement in both energy and

.

edbcation, such an historical summary may be both useful and instructive for
those who wish to continue the effort on a local basis.

1

In this paper, discussion of energy education will be limited to the realm
of formal training. It shall not include the more general "energy education"
efforts such as TV, news relolses, exhibits, etc; which should be called public
awareness more properly than education. It will include a discussion of the

Federal efforts at various academic levels,. from elementary school through high
school, vocational school, college, and university levels.

The Federal government has been involved in energy education since at

least the late 1540's. The earliest governmentsupported energy education
program was conducted by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), and focused, of

course, on the peaceful, uses of atomic energy. Programs included graduate

fellowships and traineeships in nuclear science, engineering, health physics,

industrial hygiene and industrial medicine, faculty institutes and workshops for

college faculty and secondary school teachers, and the production and distribu

tion of large numbers of booklets and pamphlets on atomic energy and its appli

cations.

In response to the Arabimposed oil embargo of 1973-74, new Federal agen

cies were established to deal with the "energy crisis." Pirst was the Federal

Energy Office (FRO), which became the Federal Energy Administration (FEA). This '

agency was primarily a policy and regulatory agency, although it did conduct

some R&D as well. Shortly after FEA was.founded, an attempt was made' to link

all the Federal, energy R&D efforts together; the AEC was absorbed into a new

research agency, the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA),

which existed for a fewyeara in tandem with (and sometimes in competition with)

the FEA. In 1977,- both agencies, as, well as the Federal Power Commission, were

merged into a new Cabinet level agency, the.Department of Energy (DOE). In 1982,

the Administration introduced legislation to abolish the Department of Energy,

and to transfer most of its R&D functions to.the Department of Commerce.

In' addition to those' agencies whose legislated mission dealt with'energy

specifically, there were also occasional energyrelated programs Sponsored by,

agencies with different primary responsibilities, e.g.,, the Department of
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FAucntion and the National Science Foundation. Interagency coordination and

cooperation in such cases was often n goal more desired than attained. An addi-

tional complicating factor on Eho Federal scene, of course, has been the rapidly

changing set of players (agencies), and sometimes wide sivIngs in energy policy,

In general, there have been two main Areas in which the' Federal government

has played n major role in energy education: training and materials develop-

ment.

1. TRAINING

The National Laboratories, which have played an integral part in the

government's energy research for decades,'also had an important role in

federally sponsored energy education. As early as 1947, under the AEC, both

university faculty and graduate students began to be involved in ongoing

research programs at these Inbotatories. This interaction was not formalized

into a directly funded program, however, until 1964, when it was established as

the University/Laboratory Cooperative Program. The opportunity for faculty and

students to become involved in.the cutting edge of energy research has been

invnluahle to the institutions involved, and has been a great asset to the indi-

viduals as well. Programs include faculty research participation, student

research participation (primarily summer), thesis research, student/faculty

seminars and workshops, conferences, visiting lecturers, and return faculty

research visits. The scope of this progratn can be indicated by the faCt that in

addition to the research-related activities, which reach something in excess of

1,000 students and faculty each year, there are several instructional programs

that involve nearly 1,000.additional students and faculty annually. The content

of the instruction and enrAchment, 'activities in the University/Laboratory,

Cooperative Program. varies with the research going on at the individual labora-

tories. This program is still an ongoing activity of DOE.

In 1948, the AEC established
financial assistance to graduate
engineering, health physics, and
In the-25 years of its existence
3,320 graduate studentg'in these

a Graduate Fellowship Program, which provided

students in the fields of nuclear science and

industrial hygene. The program ended in 1973.

, a total of $25 million was spent to train

fields. '

Between 1958 and the late 1960's, in conjunction with the National Science-

Foundation, the AEC conducted a series of Summer Institutes for high school and

college faculty, in such areas as radiobialogy, nuclear science and engineering,

reactor technology, and radioisotope application.
.

A program of Graduate Traineeships was
also established by the AEC, in 1965.

This program was initially designed to
provide support for graduate students in

anuclear science nd engineering. However, as AEC was absorbed into ERDA,. and

then into DOE, and as the energy missions of these agencies expanded, so too the

fields of graduate traineeships expanded,
to include at one time or another

1

radiation proteftion, environmental science and engineering, fusion, geothermal,.:

solar, conservation and even the social sciences. More recently, the program

has focused on support for graduate engineering students. Since its inception,

nearly $10 millior has been spent for more than 1,500 graduate traineeships.

This program has been funded through FY 1983 by DOE.
0

The AEC was also mindful of the training requirements of technicians and

skilled workers needed in the nuclear industry. Work:rig with various agencies

since 1966, AEC,ERDA and DOE have supported a highly targeted Training and

Technology Program, which has provided technical training in welding,.
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instrumentation, etc. in Dov."11 0,11,. Ridge fartlitica for well over 4,000 men and

,women.

In 1971 the AEC began n program then called the Pre - Freshman and

Cooperative Education for Minorities in Engineering Prilgram (Preface)t a

program later called more slmply the. Pre-Freshman Engineering Program (PREP).

These notivies were designed to give minority students and women an opportunity.

and an incentive to approach the 4Ie1d of engineering. Special enrichment acti-

vities are conducted for minority ar.1 female students an early as Junior

high school, ir/olving them in studies which make engineering a realistic and

attractive career option. This activity is funded thro,..mhin FY 1983..

The Faculty Development Program was intitiated in 1971 under the AEC, and

continued under ERDA and DOE until 1982. The original intent of this program was

to inform high school teachers of the role of nuclear energy in the production

of electrical power. Ag ERDA broadened the mission of ARC, the subject matter

of the summer faculty workshops and InstiNtes was accordingly broadened to

include a wice variety of energy topics, such as solar, geothermal, fossil,

nuclear, conservation, and energy economics. The National Endowment for the

Humanities participated For .c few years in co-funding projects which brought

Into considerattim dimensions of human values affecting and affected by current

emergy Issues. During the life of the program, S9 million was spent in, hundreds

of our Nation's colleges and universities, and the.program reached over 16,000

teachers. The Administration has not requested funds for this program in

FY 1983. .

Several other technology-specific training programs have also been sup-

ported by DOE. In 1977, eight universities were selected to house solar -

meteorology training centers. A spectaltr.ed program In fusion engineering is

supporting a small number of graduate engineering students through fellowships.

Training programs For solar installers were created for contractors, correc-

tional institutions, and low income communities. knumber of...training programs

were also conducted to train Farmers and others in techniques of small-scale

alcohol fuel production.

2. TEACHING MATERIALS

In a ..ontinuing effort to assist teachers to teach about energy more easily,

more effectively and more correctly, the D0E and its predecessor agencies deve- .

loped and distributed a wide range of printed materials for schools at all

levels. Be3ihning in 1962, the AEC inaugurated the puhlication of a large

number of booklets for schools, which.later were also Widely distributed to the

general public. Between 1962 and 1974,. the AEC distributed over 12 million'

copies of the "Understanding the Atom" series, 84 booklets relating to atomic

energy, as well as 360,000 copies of 6 posters. Another 6.5 million bOoklets

and pamphlets were distributed by ERDA.

Two major curriculum development 'programs were initiated. in ERDA, and con- .

tinned in DOE." The "Project for an Energy Enriched. Curriculum" was developed by

the National. Science Teachers Association (NSTA), and by .the end of FY 1982

nearly 2 million teacher factsheets on energy technologies, and 1.5 million

packets of 15 lesson plans for grades K - 12 had been distributed. The Project

for an Energy Entiched Cutiiculum Was an ettempt to infuse energy-relatedinfor-

Mation into already existing courses through an interdisciplinarY approach. A

second major program, "Science Activities in Energy," was developed by Oak Ridge

Associated Universities,, and took a more ;lands -on, disciplinary approach. In

this program, discovery-type activities were developed for junior and senior
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high school !irlonov clAmorti, to demonstrate the scientific principles relating
to energy production, distribution, e.onservation and consumption. Since the

inception of that program, over one million sets of lesson plans have been
distributed to teachers. Two solar curriculum projects were also Initiated, at
SUNY/Alhany, and at DSC, with materials developed for elementary and secondary
levels. Retweon 1977 and 1982, DOE also published a large number of individual
teaching packets on various energy topics, from geothermal energy to-energy
efficient home appliances. The AT:ministration lite, not requested any funds
in FY 1983 for. rontInuation of the DOE curriculum development program.

The Nation,/ Science Fon:station funded MIT In 1975 to develop "Project
PROCEED" (Program for Continuing Engineering Education) which developed a number
of energyrelated training modules for practicing engineers. The Department of
Edocation, primarily through its Office of Vocational and Adult Education, spon
sored ,several eurricelum projects to educate workers about energy careers. .

A NorIaiir Technology Stries of twoyear postsecondary curricula were developed
for five different kinds of nuclear power plant technicians by the Technical
Education Research CenterSW, of Waco, Texas. "Physics for Technicians" was a
Series of high school or postseCondary physics modules especially for energy
rlated technicians. "Energy Conservation and USe Technicians" was a twoyear
mstseconddry program developed by the Center for Occupational Research and .

_Development, Waco, Texas. "Ener,g Conservation Vocational Instruction Modules"
were designed to infuse conservation concepts into vocational instructional
materials in seven occupational fields. "Project Effect" was also a twoyear
postsecondary program, for Energy Conservation Technicians, developed by Indiana
University at Smith Rend.

3. CONCEPTUAL. FOUNDATIONS

The content of the teaching materials and other items prOduced for the
various agencies of the Federal government generally reflected both the mission
of the particular agency and office which were responsible for the product, and
also the direction of national energy policy at a specific time. Thus material
developed by the AEC, for ,example, focused on- atomic energy, and helped explain
and promote its peaceful uses. 'Material sponsored by DOE's,Office Of Solar
Energy dealt excluSively with that technology, and so on. At times, this

narrowness of focus led to bias in favor of a particular technology.

The first governmentwide attempt to articulate a coherent set of ideas
'relating to energy education was a paper developed by the Federal Interagency
('ommittee on EdUcstion's Subcommittee on Environmental Education entitled
Fundamentals of Environmental Education, (1976, US.Department of Health,

Education and Welfare/Education Division). That report was structured in four

sections:

o the natural principles about the operation of all Earth's-eco
systems, manmade. and natural; .

cl fundam;inEals, about the functioning of the human species in the

Earth's ecosystems;

o processes, methods and tools for using these fundpmentals for
harmonizing human actvities in Farth'.s ecosystems;

o examples of broad questions for individuals and multinational
groups alike to solve.
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While this framework focused on environmental education, energy was clearly and

explicitly included. At n Inter date, the same Federal Interagency Committee on
Education requested the Department of Energy to prepare a similar study of the

concepts appropriately included in comprehensive energy education programs.

The Department of Energy first asked the National Science Teachers
Association, as part of its Project Tor an Energy EnrichedCurriculum, to arti
culate what it felt should be included in such a comprehensive' energy education

program nt the elementhry, and secondary school levels. The NSTA outline (for

that is really all it purported to be) was first published in the Energy
Education Workshop Handbook published in 1978 by DOE. It was entitled "Major

Concepts, or Energy/Environment/Economics Education." Clearly not intended just

for'science teachers, the content was broken down into six general areas:

o energy as n need (including forms and states of energy,
sources, measurements, forms of energy conversion and flows);

o,finiteneas of energy usefulness (laws of thermodynamics, limits
to resources, demand patterns);

o environmental effects (nf extraction, transportation, distribution,

consumption);

o societal effects (economic, lifestyle, employment, international

inequities); A

o energy policy (various roles, cost/benefit considerations,

conservation),and

o energy futures (mid and long temas well 413 socio/economic/

environmental futures).

These major concepts were employed in the design of the materials in the NSTA

Project for an Energy'Enriched Curriculum, and are reflected in the 15 packets

' already published in Chat series, as well as the 25 or so packets which have not

been published 'by DOE.

In an article published in 1978 ("Energy Education and the Three C's,"

Science and Children) I characterized the general context of energy education as

including citizen education', career education, and consumer education (the,

"Three.C's"). Citizen education in energy "ought to be as broad as the energy

problem itself. The study of energy should perVade the entire spectrum of edu

cation, and .involve all grade levels. Energy education is relevant not only to

the sciences and social Sciences, but to all areas of the curriculum. Energy

education needs to be firmly based in the physical sciences, with a clear

understanding, for example, of the first two laws of thermodynamics. But

neither the scientist ncr the general pdblic can afford to be ignorant of the

social', environmental and economic factors involved in energy production, use,

conservation, anclpublit policy involved." (Rat. cit. p.8.)

.1. s.
',:areer education, as it relates to energy, will help prepare some students

for energy related careers, and all students for careers affected by the

cha,tging energy situation. Consumer education; of course, involves many

pUrsilasing and lifestyle choices.

In 1982, DOE published A Conceptual Framework for Energy Education, 1C12,

which was produced by Enterprise for Education, Inc. This more detailed outline.

"i3 intended as 0 tool for curriculum specialist's, writers of textbooks, and pro
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ducers of other furrow of curriculum material. It is not meant for the classro m

teacher; still lens for ui' by students. In funding the preparation of this'

'rePort, it WAS explicitly not the intention of the Department of Energy to
suggest that there is one best energy education framework, or to urge the adop
tion of any part of the contents by any educational body." (9,1_ cit. p. 1.) The

concepts are broken clown into 13 headings:

o conversion and measurement of energy;

o energy flbq in the hiomphere;

o human one of energy;

o energy history of the United SLatea;

o energy from fossi, fuels;

o energy from nuclear reactions;

o energy from solar technologies;

o electricity as an energy carrier;

o economic and financial aspects of energy use;

o ethical Issues in energy Use;

o conservation of energy;

o shelterrelated conservation, and

o transportation conservation.

In. addition to a detailed elaboration of these 13 basic concepts in energy
education, Enterprise for Education went a step farther, Their study provided

an indepth look at typical 1c712 science and social studies. texts and curricula,

and made an attempt to correlate the basic concepts by grade and by discipline.

It is my hope and expectation, that A Conceptual Framework for Energy
Education, K-12 will be a very useful and influential document for curriculum'
planners and textbook authors, editors aNd publishers. It needs to be

discussed, criticized and modified by input from educators and scientists,
interested in energy education. I hope that you will be part of that process.

4. RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Now effective have been the Federal government's attempts at energy
education? How have they been perceived by researchers, by teachers and by

students? How deeply have they penetrated into our Nation's schools? And what
has been their effect on the understanding, atttdes and behavior of teachers,

students, and the general public? (/0

Not all of these questions have been answered, or even asked by the Federal

goiiernment. However, some research has been done, and I will'make an attempt
to outline in chronological order the scope and conclusions of the few extant

studies of Federal energy education programs.

"An Evaluation of ERDA's Faculty Development Workshops in Energy" was a

7
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I976 atudent thesis by havldJ. Thlbodean, Jr. and Wesley P. Wheeler, of
Woreheater Polytechnic Institute. The students conducted a follow-up survey of

partfcipanta in 1974 and 1975 Faculty Development workshops. (The 1974
workshops were conducted by AEC, the 1975 workshops by the newly formed ERDA.)
They found thnt the respondents were generally sntisfied, and felt that they hod

phenefited by the workshopn. Criticism wns voiced, however, of the nuclear

emphasis of the workshops, in the light,of the hronder mission of ERDA.

"content Analyais and Interpretntion of Five Regionnl lice rings Conducted by
Educntionni Testing Service to Determine Current Stntus end Future Needs of
In-School Energy Education" was funded by the Federal Energy Administration in
1976,-It reported on needs assessment lienrings held in Atlnntn, Roston, Chicngo,

Dallas end Portlaod. Mnjor conclusions were:

o the need to develop energy nwnreness;

o the need to develop direction In energy educntion curriculum,
with specified genie from which materials might be developed;

o energy educntion should be tnught ns an integrated topic, with
leterrelnted content;

o nn interdisciplinary appronch is recommended;

o there was n lack of ,useful clnssroom mnterinl and structured
programs;

o funding is needed,nnd

o teacher training is needed.

"A Survey of PreCollege Energy Education Curricula nt the State Level" was
conducted by the Energy Institute of the University of Houston in 1977.
While this study examines state rather than Federal programs, tt is included
here because it demonstrates the context in which the Federal programs were

operating. All 50 states were surveyed, with 49 responding. Twenty state-level

curriculum programs were received and evaluated. Most were criticised as not
being true curriculum materials, since they were lacking in stated or implied

curriculdr organization. Few of the materials,evaluated included sufficient.
real data or background information for meaningful activities. The teachers

were expected to research and provide the factual data, with no guidance. "There

are varying levels of technical sophistication in the presentation of the

materials ranging from oversimplification to inundation with complex presen-
tations of multiple and range graphs and alternate scenarios for the future"

(0:7).

"Energy Knowledge and Attitudes, A National Assessment of Energy Awareness
Among Young Adults" is cited here also to place the Federal effort in context.
This seminal study, conducted by the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(ECS Report No. 08-E-01,1978) is the first, and to date the only study, of what
people across this Nation actually know aboat energy. A stratified natioral

sample of 1,300 young adults ages 26-35 was.interviewed during.the summer, of

1977 not only on their attitudes on.various energy issues, but (more impor- '
tantly, I think) what they actually knew about a number of basic energy facts

and issues. The conclusions of this study demonstrated an alarming state of

ignorance. Although the study was made during a period of intense national
debate about energy (the President had just submitted his first National Energy

Plan to Congress, and the Administration was engaged in a significant campaign'

.



to promote acceptance 14 these pollries), and although the wimple of young

adults sindied in often considered the group most aware of current Ensues,
still the umbel and seriousness of factual e"rora and misconceptions lend one
to the conclusion that the American public la eked sufficient knowledge abont

energy to make truly Informed decisions. For eNample, less than half knew that
petroleum provides the Inrgetit percentage of energy consumed in the United

Staten. And only IA% knew that 'coal im the primary energy source used to pro-

duee the largest portion of the Nntion's electrical energy. (The largest group
thought hydropower was our min soneee of electricityl) Interestingly enough,

95% believed that: topics like haste etergy knowledge, energy problems, and the
future of energy should definitely be an impnrtant part of every school's curri-

culum.

"The Status of State Energy Education Policy" also looked at state, rather
than Federal efforts, this time from the'state policy perspective. The study

cwas, conducted by the Education commission of the States for the Department of

Energy, and published in 1979 (11CP/116241-01). A Survey was conducted in May

1978 of all state energy offites, education offices, governor's offices and
state legislator:is, to determine the nature and extent of energy educntton

policy and proctceti on the state-wide level. With responses from 70% of the

agencies surveyed, the study found:

o a major lack of communication and cooperation among agencies

within states;

o moult states' elementary /secondary energy education programs
were funded through state energy hffices, largely with Federal
funds (only California and Pennsylvania reported,state-
appropriated funds for energy education), and

o the states did not report a lack of curriculum materials.

"The Laboratory Cooperative Program: An Assessment" was conducted by Penta
International Inc. for DOE in-I979. The study pointed out that the Laboratory
Cooperative Program was originally established to transfer fundamental science
and nuclear-related technical information to the academic community, and that

gradually (in ERDA and DOE) its scope broadened. The program was criticised for

a lack of cohesiveness and,a diversity of opinion as to' its primary purpose.

The program was, the report stated, widely accepted as beneficial, both to the

laboratories (and thus the government), and to the participants, althOugh these

,benefits are difficult to measure and impossible to quantify.

"The Pre - Freshman and Cooperative Education for Minorities in Engineering .

Program: 1979 Evaluation" was conducted for DOE by Oak'Ridge Associated

Universities. The report characterized the program as having a moderately high
level of success in increasing the retention of interested qualifiable and
qualified high school graduates in college engineering programs. Evaluation of

this program was rendered difficult because of the wide variety of programs con-

ducted under the aegis of PREFACE/PREP.

"Review and Evaluation of DOE Energy Education Curriculum Materials"
(DOE/TID/6037-l) wts conducted for DOE by Battelle Columbus Laboratories in

1979. The major findings of the study were:

o teacher users of DOE energy education materials generally pro-

vided a favorable evaluation of the materials in terms of rele-
vance to students, technical and reading levels, ease of used

with existing curriculum, and impact on student awareness and

9



understanding of the present energy situation;

'o of the teacherH reporting thAt they hod recetved the DOE
materints, nhout two-thirdH actually uHed them In thetr
classes, and

o DOE curriculum matertalH nppenr to have limited use In our
Nntion'H Hchoola, appnrently beer:lute Hignificont numbers of
toncherH do not know the motel-1111H exiHt.

"An AnnlyHirt And Evaluntion of the NSTA Energy Eduration MAtertalH Produced.
by Project PEEC" wnH n 1979 graduate theHis by Wnrrin .inmeH Kooi nt Went
Virginia Untverstty. Knot evnlunted n total of 21 units developed by NSTA's
Project for an Energy Enriched Curriculum (PEEC). , Thus some of the wilts nnn-
lyzed nre Htill unpuhlitthed. He crttictHed n numher of the unitH for discrepen-
cies in rending level for the Ansigned gradeH. He n1Ho Raid, "The PEEC
materials nddrensed all identified energy content aren, but not enough exposure
was given to the 'irons of energy, conservation, physical lnws, nnd energy Htrnte-
glen. While the materials denling with future energy issues were found to be
somewhnt htnaed townrd centrnlized energy systems nnd more biased toward the
ciminervationiHt point of vtew, themnterinls were not consistently biased
townrd Any prticulnr energy future philosophy." (P. 76) This comment is
interesting In the light of a Inter criticism from n Congressionnl committee
report.

"Evnluntion of the Energy Extension Service Pilot Program, Report to
Congress" (DOE/CS-0074, 1979) tH Included here because it contains n unique
attempt to evnlunte nn energy education progrnm not only qunlitatively, but
quantitntively, i.e. in terms of BTU's nnd dollnrs snved. When the Energy
Extension Service (EES) wns established .by Congress, there was first a
pilot program in ten states, which was extensively evaluated before pro-
ceeding with n nntionnl program.,The purpose of the EES was to promote energy
conservation by providing personnlized services to individunls and small busi-
nesses. The states were given wide latitude in how"they would carry out this
mandate, nnd one of the pilot states, Michigan, included a school component,
which they described as their Youth Project. Services provided included teacher
training workshops and one-to-one tencher assistance, free curriculum materials,
and follow-up consultation and testing; The evaluation indicated that qualitati-
vely, the direct teacher assistance (teacher training workshops) were found to
have superior effectiveness, i.e. to have improved student and family attitudes
and actions relative to energy conservation, when compared to school-wide
assembly programs, student conservation organizations, or nttempts to organize
school-wide energy committees. Quantitatively, 616 teachers and 30,030 students

were served. Seventy-four percent of the teachers and 67% of.the students rated
the service as "very valuable." The project resulted in 4,030 student conser-
vation actions,' and 1,949 parent conservation actions. "BTU and Energy $
Savings (ove or above average for non - served population)" were characterized as
follows:

BTU Associated Program Energy $ Return On Each

Savings Savings Costs Tax Dollar Investment
98,510 to 473,217- $620,778 to $290,043 $2.14 to $4.88

x 10(6) $1,416,652

For comparison, the Energy $ Return on Each Tax Dollar Investment,_ or the total
Michigan effort was $1.13 to $2:80. The educational program Ulna had by far the
highest return of any of the programs undertaken by the Michigan Energy
Extension Service pilot program.



"The 11111; rat' ill I v Detre! upinvill Program: An Plvalitat toe Wits efilldlle red In NHO
by Oak Ridge Aanokiated Hniveraltien for DOE. Separate followup mirveya of 1978

and 1979 workshop parlicipants were condneted. The 1979 participanta were naked

to dencelhe the quality of the workshops and their Intent to introduce energy

coneepta into their classrooms. The major findings fot this group wore:

o participants generally rated the worhopn vc.'y highly on five

measures of quality: content, utef,.ttineas, appr, priateneam

of the level of preaentatinn, opportntity to oxcluinge

,
information, and lack or bias, and

o participants reported that they intended to nae the knowledge

and skills gained from the workshops In n variety of ways

In their classrooms.

A sinnple of participants In the 1978 workshops, and a natinnal sample of
high school science teachers used as 0 control group, were naked questions aimed

at determining the effects of the program. Major findings include the following:

o it substantially higher percentage of participants (88%) than

comparison teachers (71%) had introduced energy materials or
units into their classrooms since the workshops were held;

o threefourths of the participating teachers shared the energy
knowledge they gained with families and fellow teachers, and

o 18% passed this knowledge to community groups, 33% started
conservation projects in their homes, and 257, started such

projects in their schools.

"The Department of Energy's Public Informhtion Programs: Major Changes

Needed" was the title of a report prepared by the staff of the Subcommittee on
Energy ReSearch and Production of the House Committee on Science and Technology.

This report, which was dated December 1980, was highly critical of the public

information and education programs of DOE. In his transmittal letter,
Congressman Mike McCormack, then Chairman of the Subcommittee, wrote "The report

identifies a general lack of balance' and objectivity in the DOE's educational

programs and concludes that the programs heavily' emphasize renewable forms of

energy, especially solar energy, and largely ignore central station energy sour

ces, particularly nuclear energy or depict them in an unfavorable light. While
renewable energy forms are an important resource which should be developed, the

DOE has fostered the erroneous and dangerous public perception that they can

play a major role in meeting national energy requirements, and that further

development of central generating stations is unnecessary and undesirable." "

Some of the Findings and Recommendations.of the report included:

o "Many of the Department's programs .in public information and

education foster the erroneous and potentially dangerous public
perception that decentralized, renewable energy, can play a
major role through the rest of this century in meeting
national energy requirements, and that further development
of centralized energy and in particular nuclear energy

is unnecessary and undesirable."

o "The Department of Energy should replace its prograMs in

public education and information with new programs that
reflect an objective, balanced and realistic view toward
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energy reaoureon and the problem: and opportunities In
meeting the Notton'o requirement:: for energy. The Department
should minuend most of Its existing, public eduvatIonal
netivition until new programs cnn ho developed."

o "The Deportment of Energy, through now publip educntlonnl and
Enformatlonol programn, should fulfill itn ntatutovy
obligationn by turning away from highlighting the negative
and controverniol aspects of central ntation energy nourcen
Including nuclear power and toward puhllnhing the factn on
thane energy form:, an well an undertnking eduention programs
directed nt increaning public underntnnding nod alloying
unrenlintic fears associated with nuclear energy. An even-
handed treatment should be applied to all energy nources."

"Annlymin of Pont Activitien of the Office of Consumer Affnirn' Education
Division and Propnned Future Modlficntione wan the title of an internal study
by the Office of Program Annlynin of the Office of Energy Renearch, DOE.
(In early '1981 the Education Division won. trannferred from the Office of
Consumer Affairn, DOE, to the Office of Energy Renearch. This study wan to
help determine the future direction of its programs.) The reportpresented
ueveral .options to DOE management, and recommended the following:

o adopt n dual purpose (general education and science careers)
program centered on the junior/senior high'school audience.

The most recent attempt to measure the impact of energy education programs
in this country (all programs, not just Federally sponsored 'ones) is the "Survey
of the Current Status of Energy Education," conducted by the National Science
Teachers Association for DOE'at the end of the 1981-82 schOol year. This stir
vey is an attempt to identify.the extent of penetration of energy education into
the Nation's elementary and secondary schools; to gather information on how
energy is most often taught, and to identify factors which either facilitate or

= prevent .energy education from happening.

. ,

Seven thousand educators were surveyed: 1,000 randomly selected from each
of the following categories: elementary school principals, secondary school. .

principals, high school teachers of science, social studies, mathematics and
home economics, and elementary school teachers. With a 22% general response
rate, the survey indicates that energy education is quite widespread. In

response to the question whether they taught energy in their classrooms this
school year, teachers answered affirmatively in the following proportions:

science teachers 68%
social studies teachers 53%

mathematics teachers 18%

home economics teachers 64%

eleMentary school teachers 58%

The median amount of 'time devoted to energy education is a:surprisingly
high eight class hours. Energy conservation was the topic most often included
(90%), followed by production technologies (conventional 63% and renewable 59%).
Energy/environmental interaction was taught by 54% and energy/economics by 44%
of the teachers responding. ,
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Teachers were extremely critical of how commercial textbooks handled

energy topics. Texts were rated as follows:

Excellent
Satisfactory
Inadequate
No Opinion

Elementary Teachers
2.8%
14.0%

65.4%
17.9%

Secondary Teachers
1.2%
15.7%
64.0%
18.9%

Perhaps because of this. dissatisfaction, most teachers (62%) produced their

own materials on energy, while 48% used industry-sponsored materials, and

47% usedtextbooks to teach about energy. (Note that these figures overlap.)

Of those teachers who did not teach about energy at all, 54% felt they would

probably do so if.good free-or.inexpensive materials were available.

School-wide energy education activities are fairly. common. Thirty-four

percent of principals reported science and/or energy fairs, 30% had energy-

related field trips, 16% had energy school assemblies, 15% had teacher

workshops,-and 5% participated in National Energy Education Day activities.

Of those teachers who reported that they did not include energy in

their curricula, the largest group (58%) said that they did not feel it was

part of their curricular responsibility, but that they would do so if

required. On the other hand, 70% of the teachers who do teach about energy

do so primarily out of personal conviction rather than curricular requirement.

Teachers felt little encouragement from state, district onistrations.

Sixty-eight percent of elementary leachers and 83% of secondary teachers per-

ceived little or no emphasis on energy from principals. . Yet over 90% of

teachers and principals alike reported that they felt that energy education

should be included in school curricula. (A similar response was obtained from .

the general public when surveyed by the National Assessment of Educational

Progress in their 1977 study, "Energy Knowledge and Attitudes.")

Finally, the rising cost of energy appears to be having considerable impact

on the resources available for educational programs in schools. Principals

reported this adverse impact as follows:

Elementary Secondary

SignifiCant impact 38% 36%

Minor impact . 41% 45%

Little:or no impact 19% 16%

A significantly higher Impact was reported for suburban elementary

urban high schools, especially in larger schools and larger school

districts.

5. POSTSCRIPT

schools and

In line with the Administration's desire to reduce federal expenditures and

to transfer educational initiatives back to state and local jurisdictions, most

federal energy education programs have been or are being terminated. For the

Department of Energy, FY 1983 funds have been requested to continue only the

University/Laboratory Cooperative Program and a few nuclear education activi-

ties. Development and dissemination of teaching materials, faculty training,

support for energy-related graduate'students,*and
evaluation and research in

energy education fields must now be taken up by state and local governMents,

With the assistance wherever possible ofthe private sector, if this effort is

to continue.
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